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Greetings from the Good Capitalist
 
Greetings!
With this issue, the Good Capitalist is entering its second
year of publication.  After more than a year, there is an
increasing supply of new ideas to report on, ongoing
ventures to spotlight, and motivated entrepreneurs to talk
to.  This month Kevin Jones reports on a new Gray Ghost
fund that is providing loans to affordable private schools in
India.  Amy Benziger highlights an ongoing social venture
competition and online discussion from the perspective of
SoCap Media in her guest column.  And, as always, we
have news briefs reporting on an open call for social
ventures, an impact investing network looking for a
director, and a social enterprise that won a mainstream
beverage competition.

If the number of new ideas, ventures, conversations, and
accomplishments in the social capital market is any
indication, then 2009 is off to a good start. When the
existing system is at risk, people are willing to ask a new
set of questions and take a look at new ways of doing
things. For the people who believe you never could
divorce economic from social value, the new reality
creates a window of opportunity.

As always, please contact us with any questions,
comments, ideas, or contributions.

Sincerely,
The Good Capital team
newsletter@goodcap.net
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Call for Ideas for the New
Administration

The Good Capitalist is putting together some
ideas to submit to the new presidential
administration for what it can do to
encourage the growth of capital markets that
create social as well as financial value.  We
want to hear what you think are the most
powerful things President Obama can do to
encourage the growth of the social capital
market.  Send your ideas to
newsletter@goodcap.net.  We will select the
best submissions, add our own, and publish
the result in the next issue of the Good
Capitalist. We will also send the results to
Obama's administration.

Guest Column:
SoCap Update

Ideablob: Making Dreams Come
True
by Amy Benziger

Jack Alter, a Philadelphia schoolteacher,
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Social Capital Market
Feature News

Private Schools for the Working
Poor
By Kevin Jones

Gray Ghost Ventures may have found the next big thing
beyond microfinance with its new loan fund focused on
lending to affordable private schools in India. Providing
expansion capital to the entrepreneurs running the
schools has the potential to grow faster and without the
costs and controls associated with franchise or wholly
owned company store models that others are trying.

"We are basically making a bet more similar to
microfinance," said Steve Hardgrave, managing director of
Gray Ghost. "We believe that we can stimulate much
more scale by fanning a bunch of fires with the existing
local talent rather than feeling like we need to bring in the
solutions and control at the school level."

Gray Ghost has been an innovator since its inception,
creating the first privately held global microfinance fund,
experimenting with the first secondary equity MFI fund,
and spending the money to create new infrastructure its
managers think ought to exist. While most of the capital
for its original initiatives came from founder Bob Patillo, it
is opening this fund, to be called the Global Education
Fund, to outside investors.

"We know of no other lenders providing debt capital to
private budget schools, [yet] there are thousands of these
schools across the developing world in most major cities
which are apparently not receiving finance from
companies (or MFIs) similar to ours," said David Kyle, the
Wall Street and Acumen Fund veteran who is CEO of the
Hyderabad-based Indian School Finance Company
(ISFC), which will channel the fund's investments to the
schools. "By far the most exciting revelation of our start up
year has been the confirmation that there is a large, deep,
eager market for school borrowing in India. We know of no
one else within the country who is doing this on anything
but a very small scale."

started giving loans to some of his fellow
teachers in 1951 with big dreams and less
than $100 in seed money. Since then,
Advanta has grown into one of the nation's
largest credit card issuers (through Advanta
Bank Corp.) in the small business market. 
Today, as a respected company with close to
1,000 employees and well over one million
small business customers nationwide, they
are choosing to give other entrepreneurs
and small business owners a chance to
pursue their dreams. For those not already
in the know, Ideablob.com is an online
community sponsored by Advanta Bank
comprised of entrepreneurs and small
business owners who share their ideas. In
addition to the feedback and support
provided by a community of like-minded
peers, each month the site's users vote for
their favorite idea. The winner is awarded a
$10,000 cash prize to either turn their idea
into reality or increase the scope and scale
of their project.

Recently, we profiled three "blobbers" and
social entrepreneurs at the inaugural Social
Capital Markets Conference. Aaron
Fleishman, a senior at Pennsylvania State
University, developed a venture to provide
needy constituents in developing
communities with access to inexpensive,
computer-based health stations. The project,
Mashavu, a Swahili word for chubby-
cheeked, uses basic on-site health
assessment tools that connect to mobile
phone networks and send the information
out to doctors around the world for health
advice and medical recommendations. The
system uses relatively inexpensive
off-the-shelf components that can be
assembled locally. Mashavu has deep value
in disaster relief situations in addition to
facilitating regular health screenings for
those who would not otherwise have access.
Aaron and his team plan to have five
Mashavu stations up and running by fall
2009. For more information please visit
www.mashavu.com
.
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Launched in November, it closed the year with about 20
school loans in its portfolio, and hopes to add another 400
next year, all in Hyderabad, which has more than 3,000
schools. There are 35,000 Indian schools that meet their
standard of three years of operation, the discipline to
match revenues with costs, and at least 400 students so
as to be able to handle an annual interest rate of 20% at
sufficient loan size.

These schools are targeted at poor families who can
somehow find the money to pay for education. "There is a
very high premium that Indians put when it comes to
education," said Brajesh Mishra, the experienced Indian
banking professional who is helping to lead the expansion.
"Cutting across income segments, families will be ready to
support their children for education and would willingly
sacrifice on other important things. Unlike in the West, it is
a norm to support a child throughout his entire education -
right up to post graduation."

Letting go of control in exchange for rapid growth brings
another set of risks to the fore; they are counting on the
operator to match revenue with expenditures in a more
disciplined way than was necessary before there was a
lender at the table. Linked with that is training lending
officers to be able to recognize risk as they check off
criteria on a spreadsheet as well as assess the character
and track record of the entrepreneur they are getting to
know. It's the intangible character assessment that's
harder, say Gray Ghost folks. The quantifiable factors are
simpler.

While there is enthusiasm in the market, a clear need, and
plenty of demand, Gray Ghost is stepping into a new and
unproven area. Not only have collection procedures not
been tested, but 90% of the school owners have no
experience taking out even car loans, much less a
business expansion loan. On the other side, they are
finding virtually no ready trained staff, and every one of
their 21 staff members, except the Training Manager and
Mishra, have little or no prior relevant experience.

Concentrating in single section of Hyderabad initially lets
loan officers reach their borrowers more easily in a city
where chaotic traffic means cars seldom get out of first
gear. Add on legal barriers and the welter of interruptions

Abigail Glaum-Lathbury started her clothing
line Elmidae after graduating from the Art
Institute of Chicago. In addition to
implementing eco-friendly innovations such
as using remaindered fabrics, Abigail pays a
fair living wage to all of her employees. She
produces her hand-made clothing in the
United States using low-impact fibers such
as bamboo. For more information, please
visit www.elmidae.com.

We were also excited to hear from Natalie
Carter of the Earth Garden Project. Natalie's
up-and-coming venture seeks to combat
hunger and malnutrition among women
around the world by teaching school children
and their teachers the skills needed to grow
vegetables first at school and then at home.
For more information, check out Natalie's
idea page.

If you have an idea stewing and want a shot
at the prize or if you just want to check out
this month's contenders, head over to
ideablob.com.

The Case for Online Support for
Social Entrepreneurs
by Amy Benziger

We've been following a thread on
Socialedge.org regarding "The Case for
Support for Social Entrepreneurs".  Peter
Deitz of Socialactions.com raised the
question: "Why are there numerous online
portals for collective action for traditional
nonprofits and yet so few opportunities to
support social entrepreneurs?" Peter drilled
down contributions from Jill Finlayson of
Socialedge.com, Mark Dangeard of
Entrepreneur Commons, Michael Lewkowitz
of Igniter (who is in the process of
developing his own Social Venture
Commons), Nathaniel Whittemore of
Assetmap.org, and Amy Benziger of SoCap,
among many others, to the four basic needs
of a database solution:

Niche: A clearly defined way to sort1.
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from regional and religious holidays and the picture of
challenges around the awesome opportunity comes into
focus.

Those challenges are real and much is unknown, but
that's not discouraging to the ISFC team. "If we are able to
maintain the high energy level of the team, we should be
able to continue plowing through .... So that we can begin
to make our run rate goal of 50 loans per month by end
2009 realistic," Kyle said.  By that point they think
something like conformity and clarity about the risk and
return factors of their loan product will emerge.
    
They want to get the model right in one location before
expanding. "I have been astounded by the depth of
interest shown in our initial market foray in India and am
confident that we will have similar results as we move to
other cities in India," Kyle said. Despite that, they have
agreed they should slow expansion in the coming year to
focus on getting the expense and profitability model right
in Hyderabad. "We need to demonstrate in this incredibly
rich market that we can make this a high growth, high
return business. If we are able to continue the tight target
market and risk acceptance criteria we have been testing
so far, I believe that we can lower loan losses quite a bit
below the 5% level we are projecting for the coming year
and in the process will have a solid business model to test
in other locations."

If their ambitious, high growth bet works, that is, if western
capital can provide the fuel without the need for controlling
the model or owning the company in a developing world
market, it will prove an important point and create a new
kind of expertise and infrastructure within India. And that
will be just the start for Gray Ghost.

"I think that some countries and regions with larger market
size like India will merit a dedicated school finance
practice, whereas other markets may be robust, but too
small to support such a specialized shop (i.e. Dominican
Republic)," Hardgrave said.  In those cases they would
work with "MFIs that are hungry for growth opportunities."

In clarifying the opportunity for investors, ISFC and Gray
Ghost are still searching for how to explain how this is like
or unlike either MFI, a franchise, or other investment
opportunities in the developing world. People who invest

through social enterprises by
category.
Distribution: Open ID for
organizations' profiles. This would cut
down on the need to maintain multiple
membership databases and instill an
incentive to keep the profile up to
date.

2.

Placement: Give contextual
examples of how to help. For
example, if you are posting a
particular problem on your blog then
give three ways in which someone
could offer assistance.

3.

Reputation: Give some ability to
"refer" a venture for their quality
contributions as well as a place for
that venture to display their
credentials.

4.

This discussion gave rise to the topic of an
actual visual landscape and how that would
enable appropriate matching. At the Social
Capital Markets Conference, over two thirds
of our attendees put their information into
the "Connection Concierge" program (which
was developed by Nathaniel Whittemore's
and Danny Moldovan's Assetmap.org team).
They were able to enter themselves by asset
class, geographic area of focus, etc and
search for like-minded individuals.  What if
we built on that data by creating a visual
landscape of who is connected through
areas of interest to show the full landscape
of the social capital sector? This same
principle could be built on many steps
further. Imagine being able to look at a map
and see who is in an individual
organization's eco-system classified out by
those who invested time, those who invested
money, and those who have similar
interests, areas of focus etc. Entrepreneurs,
advisors, and investors could see who is in
their greater network for further partnering
opportunities. Each organization would have
a widget (much like the socialactions.com
widget) which would include the ability to
advise, invest, partner or share information.
The sharing information component would
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now will be betting on Gray Ghost's almost unparalleled
track record of financial innovation in the developing world
and their assessment of the opportunity and ability to
manage the risk of executing their plan. The early
investors will likely be people or institutions comfortable
investing in something that is not exactly like anything else
but that contains the potential for scaleable social impact.
Microfinance, they say, is not really a valid comparable for
commercial loans of $25,000 or more linked to real estate
and recurring and growing revenue. "This is a relationship
driven business to a customer who can easily classify as a
small and medium enterprise," Kyle said.

There may be valid comparable business and investment
models, perhaps in another asset class or sector that
would help explain the opportunity better to potential
investors, but neither I nor the Gray Ghost or ISFC team
could come up with them as we talked. If people have
ideas for ways to tell this exciting story, let us know. As
they hit their milestones and risks and returns and social
impacts become proven and transparent, they will have
more to show mission focused investors. The fact that
they can't find any other lenders providing debt capital to
private schools makes telling their story harder than it
would be otherwise. But that's the challenge pioneers
always face until they have followers.

Social Capital Market
News Briefs

Investors' Circle has officially opened its 2009
Spring Conference Call for Social Ventures. Since
1992, Investors' Circle has grown from a small
community of investors interested in exciting,
early-stage social enterprises to a thriving network
that has invested over $130 million in over 200
companies. Today, they seek entrepreneurs who
see the chaos of our current economic climate as
an opportunity to demonstrate the value of
transparency, social responsibility, and
environmental stewardship in creating a successful

keep people motivated to keep information
up to date, as would the ability to attract
investors, advisors, and potential partners.

It was interesting to see individuals from
around the world jump in to comment on the
difficulties they have faced in gaining
recognition or assistance for their smaller
social ventures. There were great
suggestions for sites such as
Changents.com which are already providing
tools to support social entrepreneurs, as well
as comments highlighting contests such as
Ideablob.com for alternative methods of
seeking funds. What elements would you
like to see in a database/landscape of the
social capital arena? What ideas do you
have for emerging social entrepreneurs to
help them get their start? What websites can
you suggest as great support systems?
Head on over to Socialedge.com and add in
to the discussion. We hope to hear from you
soon.
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business. Investors' Circle invites you to apply to
present at their upcoming Spring 2009 West Coast
Venture Fair. Click here for more information. 
Application Deadline: January 15th, 2009.

Adina for Life, a social enterprise that sources Fair
Trade and Organic ingredients for its lines of juice
and coffee drinks, won the category of "Best
Non-Carbonated Beverage" in BevNet's 2008
competition.  BevNet.com is a website that reviews
non-alcoholic, ready-to-drink beverages and
provides beverage industry news.  BevNet
reviewers wrote: "On its way to trying to produce its
version of an energy drink, Adina has come up with
one of the best-tasting canned coffee drinks
around. With just enough sweetness, great coffee
flavor, a bit of extra caffeine and a marketing
emphasis on coffee's antioxidant benefits, this drink
will likely catch on with cold coffee fans, energy
fiends and organic health nuts in equal measure."

The Global Impact Investing Network is looking
to hire a founding leader who will use this Network
platform to coordinate the development of a new
investment industry that efficiently generates social
and environmental value as well as financial return.
The concept of the Network developed from a
series of conversations with more than 350 impact
investors and two conferences hosted by the
Rockefeller Foundation.  The Network is seeking
an individual with a unique combination of financial
services experience, demonstrated passion for
social and environmental justice, and the
entrepreneurial ability to build and lead a new
organization.  For more information, write Nina Sen
at NSen@rockfound.org.

Root Capital recently hired a new Director of
Marketing and Communications to oversee a build
out of its marcom platform.  Lara Cote was a
Director of Marketing at both ChildrenFirst, Inc. and
Year Up and has experience as a consultant
providing marketing strategies to for profit and
non-profit organizations focused on social
responsibility.  Lara will be working on a new
marcom strategy for Root Capital with the aim of
increasing visibility and awareness, deepening
partnerships, and developing its presence on a
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national stage.

Upcoming
Events

Forum on Responsible Investing
January 12-13, 2009
New York, NY

Responsible investing has truly infiltrated the mainstream, now showing an
estimated $2.71 trillion in total assets under management.  This annual
forum, produced in association with Foundation & Endowment Money
Management, Money Management Letter and the Social Investment Forum,
continues to grow every year along with the industry itself. It will bring
together a mix of pension funds, foundations, institutional asset managers,
Wall Street firms, fund managers and environment, social, and governance
(ESG) experts, providing an educational and networking platform for sharing
the latest cutting edge trends and strategies for achieving ESG integration. 
For more information, please click here.

Council on Foundations Family Foundation Conference
February 1-3, 2009
Indianapolis, IN

The theme of this year's conference is "At the Crossroads: Honoring Legacy
and Forging New Traditions."  Come to the conference to join the
conversation about pressing issues facing family philanthropy today.  Learn
how to navigate the economic storm with relevant, timely programming. 
Gain access to the latest resources designed to support the work of family
foundation members, staff, and trustees.  For more information, please click
here.

Good Capital is an investment firm that increases the flow of capital to innovative ventures that create
market-based solutions to inequality and poverty.  Good Capital manages the Social Enterprise Expansion
Fund, which leverages the power of venture capital to increase the impact of social enterprises.  Our
combination of growth capital and expertise acts as a catalyst that enables proven social enterprises to go to
scale, amplifying their social impact and financial return. In addition, Good Capital actively leads the
development of the emerging social capital market.  We share a deep commitment to the creation of a new,
informed, and passionate world of investing that strategically moves more capital to good. 

For more information about Good Capital or how to get involved, please visit our website at
www.goodcap.net or e-mail us at info@goodcap.net. 
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